Introduction
Let {x",n^l} be a sequence of random variables, such P ? b
that EX" = a" and 3(X-a") =6"<oo and let UK " denote nn nn n * * a the 6 -algebra generated by Xn with a^nib. Let us put n n S n -£ X k» A n » E a k' k=1 k=1
Suppose that there exists a sequence jy(k), k>l} of real numbers euch that 1><j5(k)-»-0, as k-»» , and
(1) |P(Bin B2J -P(B.,) P(B2)|<9(k) P(B.,)
for all l,k^1, B1 e JUT*, Ep^^i+k' sequence |xn, nil} is called cp-mixing. If jofk) = 0, for each k^m, then the sequence |xn, n>lj is celled m-dependent.
Several authors (cf.
[l]t [4], [ll] ) have investigated the speed of convergence in the central limit theorem for p-oixing and m-dependent random variables. These results can be utilized to obtain random central limit theorem (cf. [10] ), where the constant summation index n is replaced by random summation index Nn, n^.1, accordingly of Lander's and Rogge's methods (cf. [7] , [8] ). Some extensions of the results presented in [8] , [7] , [3^ to nonidentically distributed random variables are given in [6] , Namely in [6] the following theorem is proved.
_ 455 -and Theorem 1. Let | X", n^. 1} be a sequence of in-2 2 dependent random variables such that EX n = a n , <? X = s n <00 » and let {N n , n>l| be a sequence of positive integer--valued random variables. Let us put T n = maxjk t 41***1),
«i^n^k)' k=1 where
and Ha a positive random variable, independent of |x n , n>lj, such that /'i 2 -* as Assume that |£ n , n^lj is n a sequence with h n^£n-" 0 ' as n - 
The results
Let us put BX n =a n , B<X n -a n ) 2 
We give the following the ore as. Prom Lemmas 1, 2 and 3, after some calculations, for |t|^ T = = 3 n /(4b n ) we obtain k (p(m)) 4 <1, then we get (7). The proof of (8) requires only a slight change. Proof of Theorem 3 and 4. Prom (7) and (8) we get
Now, taking into account the proof of Theorem 1 [6] one can note that Theorems 3 and 4 follow,if we prove that (24) p{5 s: r < max S, j = 0 U 2 (t + 2t+3) )) , V n where p = minjj e I(k,n)} , q = max{j e I(k,n)} , I(k,n) = = (i: ^i^£ n )| , for any r,k 6 D n = 
